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Figure 1: The three different contexts that were studied within the same task.

ABSTRACT
We previously introduced a responsive joint attention system that
uses multimodal information from users engaged in a spatial rea-
soning task with a robot and communicates joint attention via
the robot’s gaze behavior [25]. An initial evaluation of our sys-
tem with adults showed it to improve users’ perceptions of the
robot’s social presence. To investigate the repeatability of our prior
findings across settings and populations, here we conducted two
further studies employing the same gaze system with the same
robot and task but in different contexts: evaluation of the system
with external observers and evaluation with children. The external
observer study suggests that third-person perspectives over videos
of gaze manipulations can be used either as a manipulation check
before committing to costly real-time experiments or to further
establish previous findings. However, the replication of our original
adults study with children in school did not confirm the effective-
ness of our gaze manipulation, suggesting that different interaction
contexts can affect the generalizability of results in human-robot
interaction gaze studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While there are some exceptions, most studies in human-robot in-
teraction that propose new advances in robot perception, cognition
or behavior generation, neglect to test their technology in different
scenarios, user groups or contexts. This affects the validity of the
generalization of the results for each technology manipulation as
these changes profoundly affect how users evaluate the robots and
their own experience in the interaction.

In [25], we contributed to human-robot interaction research in
joint attention by proposing a responsive gaze system within a case
study where a social robot collaborates with humans in finding the
solution of a physical spatial reasoning task. We evaluated our gaze
system within this task by performing a user study with adults in a
laboratory setting that tested the following hypothesis:

• A robot’s use of responsive joint attention gaze cues will
increase perceptions of the robot’s social presence.
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This work revealed that the proposed gaze system caused posi-
tive social presence effects on the perception of the robot. In the
present work, we attempted two reproductions of our initial evalu-
ation. Using the same method (same robot, task, gaze system, and
hypothesis), we investigated the reproducibility of our prior find-
ings in two further contexts: (1) external observers watch videos
of a human-robot interaction (manipulation of the perspective to
address generalizability from a situated first-person perspective to
an observer third-person perspective) and (2) children, at school,
interact with the robot (manipulation of the participant popula-
tion to address generalizability from adult findings to children).
We expected that this demographic would be more engaged with
the task and that repeating our initial study with children would
result in clearer findings in support of our hypothesis. To minimize
the impact of differing levels of cognitive development in younger
children (e.g., potential differences in theory of mind between ages
5 to 10 [20]), we limited our recruitment in Study 2 to typically
developed children of ages 10+.

2 RELATEDWORK
If social interaction partners are mutually aware that they are at-
tending to a common target, that phenomenon is generally de-
scribed as joint attention. Joint attention can drive believable effec-
tive interactions between humans and robots [6], can make robots
appear more transparent and competent [14], can make object re-
ferral appear more natural, pleasant and efficient [18] and improve
task performance [23]. Joint attention can have several phases,
beginning with mutual gaze to establish attention, proceeding to
referential gaze to draw attention to the object of interest, and cy-
cling back to mutual gaze to ensure that the experience is shared
[1]. Favorable feelings for robots are further enhanced when eye
contact or mutual gaze is used in combination with joint attention
[37]. Social eye gaze behavior generation is not only significant for
improving collaboration between people and robots [2] but also
for creating the illusion of human-like appearance and behavior.
In [22], Mutlu et al., implemented gaze behavior in a humanoid
robot (Honda’s ASIMO) to create natural human-like behavior for
storytelling. They found that participants performed significantly
better in recalling the robot’s story when the robot looked at them
more often. Their results also yielded demographic differences by
showing that men and women evaluated the robot differently based
on the frequency of gaze they received from the robot. In this paper,
we attempt to further establish the benefits of a system that uses
information from multimodal perception to model responsive joint
attention and mutual gaze mechanisms in a social robot [25]. We
demonstrate and reflect on how different contexts and demograph-
ics can affect robots’ perception results when testing different gaze
models. This can help strengthen the validity of our previous results
and make them more generalizable.

While there are some examples of HRI research that test gaze
systems in different experimental conditions, including different
demographics, studies that replicate others’ are still scarce. In fact,
HRI findings are still hardly ever reproduced by other research
groups [8] and also not often replicated for confirmation by the
same group. In [15], the authors discuss how the replication crisis
in psychology [7], where it was shown that out of 100 psychology

studies only 39 could be replicated, might also propagate to the
sub-field of HRI. Some contributors to the HRI community have
alternatively performed multiple studies to improve the reliability
of, and to further establish, their research. In [35], Wang et al.
showed that robots that are described as having social functions are
rated higher for emotional capabilities but not for cognition when
compared to robots that are described as bearing an economic value.
In their contribution, the authors replicated the same study three
times with small variations to confirm this effect. Several studies
have also been performed to support Mori’s hypothesis [21] on the
uncanny valley with robots [30–32]. These studies not only support
that people rate highly human-like robots as eerie or uncanny,
but also that people exhibit greater avoidance behaviors when
encountering human-like robots [31]. In children, the uncanny
valley effect was also confirmed, but in this age group, the effect
did not translate to avoidance behavior [30]. In [13], the authors
survey several studies that show the benefits of physically embodied
robots when compared to virtually embodied screen characters and
attempt to replicate some of their previous subjective and objective
findings. However, the authors found that most of the results are
difficult to replicate, as different robots, virtual agents, scenarios
and interaction contexts are used in each study.

3 SOCIAL PRESENCE
In this paper, themainmeasure used to evaluate our responsive joint
attention system is social presence. We posit that social presence is
one of the most relevant measures that account for the perceived
nature of social robots. Social presence is defined as the feeling of
“being together with another” [5]. It has been positively correlated
with greater enjoyment [12], performance, satisfaction [28, 33],
trust [29] and a greater ability to persuade the user [16]. We are still
far from having artificially intelligent entities that exhibit the same
level of social presencewe experience in human-human interactions
[13]. However, when that feeling more closely matches the human
counterpart and users believe that they are interacting with another
social being, they will be engaged and entertained with the artificial
entities for longer periods [26] and will consequently have higher
intention to continue interacting with the artificial entities in the
future [12]. Social presence is an extremely important measure
for human-robot interaction. If we were to attribute perfect social
presence (the same as a person) to a robot, we could conceive
that many social psychology studies in human-human interaction
would yield similar results in robots. We advocate using social
presence measures to evaluate joint attention systems in robots as
the intrinsic bidirectional nature of this measure makes it a sound
choice for evaluating the effects of each type of joint attention
individually [19]: initiating joint attention (IJA) and responding to
others’ joint attention (RJA). As such, in this paper, we continue to
explore the relationship between the perception of social presence
and joint attention in HRI.

4 SPATIAL REASONING TASK
In this section, we describe the task used to perform the stud-
ies described in this paper, the robot used in our experiments, its
perception capabilities, its responsive gaze system and detail the
semi-wizarded interaction.



Table 1: Examples of the most common dialog acts in MagPuzzle. Each dialog act contains 3 to 18 behavior implementations.
For illustration purposes, a single behavior line is presented for each dialog act.

Dialog Act Content Target

Remind Objective Remember {user_name}, we will need to build 4 walls a roof and a floor. Player
Well Played I could have not thought <gesture(happy)> of a better move myself. Player
Poorly Played Are you sure <gesture(skeptical)> you do not want to rethink that move? Player
Probe Help I could offer you my opinion if you’d like? Player
Hint I think putting a piece here might help. Square
Good Square I think this move makes a lot of sense. Square
Wrong Piece I would think of a different place for this piece. Piece
Wrong Piece Explicit This {piece_color} piece might not be optimally placed at this location. Piece

4.1 Task Content
MagPuzzle1 is a spatial reasoning cooperative task where a life-like
social robot interacts with human participants. The participants’
goal is to visualize a three-dimensional cube and reconstruct it in a
two-dimensional space by placing and manipulating six different
colored puzzle pieces in a board with a 4 by 4 grid. The task contains
three different puzzles, with varying levels of difficulty, where the
maximum amount of pieces in a line (row or column) allowed for
the solution varies. Most participants have no trouble building the
geometry net with a maximum of 4 pieces in a line but have more
difficulties when they are limited to a maximum of 3 or 2 pieces in
a line.

4.2 Robot’s Role
The social robot introduces both itself and the task verbally (uti-
lizing commercial quality synthetic speech) and cooperates in a
peer-like manner with participants to arrive at solutions in all three
different puzzles. The robot guides users towards a solution by
using non-deterministic speech and deictic gaze behavior. The task
was purposefully designed to stimulate the establishment of joint
attention and so that the robot’s guidance is more successful if
participants are able to perceive the gaze cues expressed by the
robot. However, the participant can voluntarily ignore the robot as
the robot’s guidance is not essential for the completion of the task.

4.3 Human-like robot embodiment
In our scenario, we use a back-projected robot head [3] placed next
to a table that contains the puzzle board (see Figure 1). We decided
to use a back-projected robotic head because they have been shown
to be capable platforms for allowing gaze reading by humans as
they allow for very fine-grained deictic gestures [9]. Our robot is
capable of digitally animating quick eye gaze shifts and also utilizes
physical servos in its neck to simulate head movements. Believable
neck and eye gaze behavior are essential for a task such as ours,
where we want users to assume the visual perspective of the robot.
The robot can precisely look at different parts of the board because
it stands in a fixed position and gaze shifts towards board positions
were manually calibrated.

1Code and demo videos available on https://github.com/andre-pereira/MagPuzzle

4.4 Multimodal Perception
In front of the robot, we placed an Intel Realsense SR300 RGB-D
camera that tracks the user’s gaze direction and position. Gaze-
Sense2 is used for gaze tracking and to estimate participants’ visual
focus of attention. For object detection, we use an open-source
augmented reality toolkit3 that can, in real-time, robustly recognize
fiducial markers placed on the puzzle pieces used in our scenario.
The augmented reality toolkit relies on a dedicated RGB camera
placed on top of the board. For speech activity detection and speech
recognition, a high-quality amplified microphone is placed on the
side of the robot. Speech recognition and activity results are ob-
tained from the real-time streamingWindows 10 speech recognition
cloud service.

4.5 Responsive Gaze System
The robot’s responsive gaze system is briefly described in this sub-
section and fully described in [25]. We previously suggested divid-
ing gaze responsibilities between two concurrent parallel layers.

The proactive gaze layer is focused on generating proactive gaze
behavior and a responsive layer sensitive to multimodal environ-
mental cues. The proactive gaze layer is implemented both by a
Wizard-of-Oz interface that allows an experimenter to trigger dia-
log acts and by an idle gaze module that controls the robot’s gaze
in moments of inactivity. Idle gaze shifts occur when the speech
content associated with a dialog act finishes, or the timer for any
previous gaze shift ends. The possible targets for idle gaze behavior
in MagPuzzle are: looking at a player; looking at one of the four
quadrants in the board; or looking at a random point in the environ-
ment, making the robot seem as if it is either distracted or averting
its gaze.

The parallel responsive gaze layer is based on real-time multi-
modal perception data. This minimizes the robot’s idle time and
increases the usage of more meaningful responsive joint attention
behavior. Users influence our robot’s gaze system through speech,
by changing their head orientation and by moving pieces on the
board. When speech activity from a user is detected, the robot often
looks at the user to simulate that it is paying attention. By using the
gaze information obtained from our gaze tracker, the robot can look
2https://eyeware.tech/gazesense
3http://www.artoolkitx.org
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at an approximate position of the board that the user is looking
at and can look back at the player if the player shifts the gaze to-
wards the robot. While engaged in mutual gaze, the robot also uses
information from our gaze tracker to follow the user in real-time
at 30 frames per second. Finally, when a participant moves, places
or removes a puzzle piece from the board, the robot often assumes
that the piece is the current focus of attention and gazes at that
location.

4.6 Semi-Wizarded Interaction
The robot’s gaze behavior is autonomously operated by the system
described above. However, the robot’s dialog flow is controlled in
a wizard-of-oz manner where an experimenter uses a dedicated
interface to trigger dialog acts. The experimenter has access to an
interface that shows information about the state of the board, shows
where the robot and the user are looking at and presents speech
recognition results. We developed a helper artificial intelligence
search algorithm (brute force, depth-first) that allows the wizard
to know: the correct squares for providing hints to the user; if the
board is in a proper or incorrect board state; or if any rule was bro-
ken. We also introduced simple rules that make interface elements
appear when relevant and disappear when no longer necessary.
When experimenters are faced with complex behavior arbitration
problems, increased cognitive load can prove to be detrimental [8].
In order to mitigate this and reduce the wizard’s cognitive load,
it was important to introduce these interface optimizations and
automated gaze behaviors.

4.7 Dialog Acts
Dialog acts in MagPuzzle are used to describe and manage the
rules of the task, provide simple responses to users’ questions,
offer advice on what to play next, provide feedback on a move
that was just played and motivate or compliment the user. The
specific implementation of each dialog act allows for a mix of verbal
and non-verbal content in a format that is compact for authoring
(see Table 1). When a dialog act is selected, one of its multiple
content entries is chosen and parsed by a behavior planner, similar
to [27], that outputs the correct multimodal instructions at the
correct time to the robot. The planner starts by vocalizing and lip-
syncing the text but also supports additional commands that can
be synchronized in the middle of the content such as gaze changes,
gestures, pauses, or pitch and volume changes. A simple notation
for variable replacement allows the authored content to contain
dynamic interaction information such as the user’s name or the
current referred-to piece color. The final property of dialog acts in
MagPuzzle is that they are associated with a gaze target. The robot
first shifts its focus of attention towards the intended target and
only then executes the associated content. If selected dialog acts are
associated with a square on the board or a quadrant, the robot shifts
its current focus of attention to the associated place on the board.
In dialog acts not associated with the board, the robot changes its
current attention target to the participant. The set of dialog acts used
in the task were authored to reflect a friendly cooperative social
robot that often smiles, displays facial expressions, calls participants
by their names and can refer to puzzle pieces by their color.

5 STUDY CONDITIONS
Similarly to [25], we created two distinct conditions to evaluate
our responsive joint attention system. Our experimental condition
(full) uses the complete joint attention system described in section
4.5. Our control condition does not use responsive gaze behaviors
based on perceived multimodal information. Instead, the control
condition is exclusively controlled by the wizard interface and by
the robot’s idle behavior. As detailed in [25], we carefully designed
the idle module to exhibit believable gaze behavior with the goal of
making a fair comparison between both conditions. This manipula-
tion remains constant in both studies presented in the following
two sections.

6 STUDY 1 - EXTERNAL OBSERVERS
In the initial study presented in this paper, we test whether third-
party observers perceive the robot equipped with our responsive
joint attention system as more socially present. Testing our hypoth-
esis within this context had the main objective of showing that our
manipulation could also be perceived by external observers.

6.1 Participants
We created a crowd-sourcing task using the figure eight data anno-
tation platform4. We assigned our task to 40 native English partici-
pants from Canada and the United States.

6.2 Procedure
In this study, we adapt to the context and limitations of a within-
subjects crowdsourcing task. We created two videos, that show
the same actor from a top shoulder perspective (see Figure 1(a)).
The videos focus mainly on the robot and the task but the actor’s
actions are also clearly visible. In one video, the robot was running
the full condition, and in the other, the control condition. The actor
was responding similarly to the robot in both videos. The videos
were approximately 1:50 minutes in length and displayed the exact
same verbal behavior from both the human and the robot side. The
only variation was the robot’s manipulated non-verbal behavior.
Crowd-workers viewed each video once but could re-watch the
videos as many times as necessary to reply to a set of questions
described below.

6.3 Measures
For the increasingly typical context of using crowd workers to
evaluate human-robot interactions based on videos, we proposed a
simpler questionnaire that can be used to measure social presence
within gaze research. We attempt to make the questionnaire and
consequent study design appropriate to this context because the
user is not directly interacting with the robot (has no perception
of self ). Participants were only presented with six questions that
mirrored the perception of the robot items of the social presence
measure that we use throughout our studies [11]. Social presence
focuses on the degree to which an individual feels interconnected
with another entity [5]. To achieve this feeling of interconnection,
participants should believe that both the robot’s behavioral and
psychological engagement is connected to theirs and that their

4https://www.figure-eight.com
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Table 2: Percentage of selections in the external observers experiment.

control full χ2(1) p

Which robot is more aware of the presence of the human? (Co-Presence) 27.5% 72.5% 8.10 =.004

Which robot is more attentive to the human? (Attentional Allocation) 37.5% 62,5% 2.5 =.114
Which robot is understanding the human better? (Message Understanding) 25.0% 75,0% 10.00 =.002

Which robots behaviour is more dependent on what the human is doing? (Behavioral Int.) a 57.5% 37.5% 1.68 =.192
Which robot is perceiving more of what the human is feeling? (Affective Understanding) 40.0% 60,0% 1.60 =.206
Which robot is more emotionally involved with the human? (Affective Int.) 20.0% 80,0% 14.40 <.001
a5% did not reply to this item.

behavioral and psychological engagement is connected to the robot.
However, an external observer does not actively participate in the
experiment and as such, we only look into how the crowd-workers
evaluated the robot’s behavioral and psychological engagement
with the actor. We also decided to represent each dimension of the
questionnaire by single forced-choice items (see 2) given that crowd
workers did not have the same nuanced experience of real users.

6.4 Results
A Chi-Square goodness of fit test was calculated comparing the
occurrence of participants that chose the full condition in each
dimension with the expected occurrences (20). Significant deviation
from the expected values was found (χ2(5) = 19.55, p=.002). This
test combined with the trend in the results (summarized in Table
2) confirms our hypothesis that third party observers do perceive
differences between our conditions and consider the full condition
as more socially present.

7 STUDY 2 - REPLICATINGWITH CHILDREN
In this study, we attempt to replicate the results of our experiment
with adults in a laboratory-interaction context in a new context
with children in a school. Here, we assess whether children engaged
in real-time interactions with our robot similarly perceive our full
manipulation as more socially present.

7.1 Participants
In the previously reported experiment with adults, twenty-nine
participants took part in a between-subjects experiment in a labo-
ratory setting at KTH (see Figure 1(b)). In that context, participants
were 18 to 34 years old and were rewarded with a cinema ticket.
In the new replication study, thirty-nine children from the Nacka
International English school in Stockholm, Sweden, between the
fifth and seventh grade, participated in the experiment. Their ages
ranged from 10 to 12 years-old. Due to technical concerns, the
study with adults was reduced to 22 participants (11 full, 11 control)
and the children study consisted of 27 participants (16 full, 11 con-
trol). Regarding gender distribution in the final pool of participants,
the adults study was composed of 11 female and 11 male users
whereas the children study was composed of 15 female and 17 male
participants.

7.2 Procedure
In the adults in the laboratory experiment, participants were guided
to a soundproof room separated from the wizard setup and were
asked to sign a consent form and fill in a computer form with
demographic information. Next, participants were briefed by the
experimenter and instructed to sit down in front of the robot. At the
beginning of each interaction, the robot explained the MagPuzzle
task in detail and participants completed the set of three puzzles
in a time span that lasted from 5 to 10 minutes depending on the
participant. Finally, participants filled in a final questionnaire and
the experiment was concluded.

In the children study, the procedure was identical with some
exceptions. We first obtained consent from the children’s guardians
before they were allowed to participate in the experiment. Children
were assigned 30 minutes of their class time to participate in the
experiment and were guided to a room near their classroom (see
Figure 1 (c)). When entering the room, children were instructed
by the experimenter to sit down and interact with Furhat. The
total duration of the interaction was on average longer than the
experiment with adults and varied between 4 to 14 minutes.

7.3 Measures
For both studies, in the final questionnaire, we used the updated
full social presence measure described in [11] and similarly to [25],
we divide the social presence questionnaire in two directions: per-
ception of self and perception of the robot. However, in this paper,
to better compare our results with the observer study and the sig-
nificant results from the original study, we focus primarily on the
perception of the robot direction of social presence. Table 3 presents
the 18 5-point Likert scale perception of the robot items grouped by
the social presence dimensions. In addition to the social presence
questionnaire, we included customized items (see Figure 3) that
measured the participants’ perceived task difficulty, the robot’s
helpfulness, the intention of future usage, the likability of the robot
and trust in the robot’s judgments.

We also video recorded the interactions and logged all the infor-
mation collected by the joint attention system, including all gaze
shifts from the user and robot, the moves performed in the board
and the dialog acts triggered by the wizard. We use this information
to present objective results on gaze synchrony and hint success
rate. The percentage of mutual gaze (eye contact between the robot
and the user), joint attention (both looking at the same location



Table 3: Items used for measuring the perception of the robot’s social presence in each direction and dimension [11]. Chron-
bach’s alpha values are reported for both the adults and children studies. Itemsmarked with (R) were reversed in our analysis.

Items αadults αchildren

Co-Presence
The robot noticed me.
My presence was obvious to the robot. .80 .37
I caught the robot’s attention.

Attentional Allocation
(R) The robot was easily distracted from me when other things were going on.
The robot remained focused on me throughout our interaction. .73 .15
(R) I did not receive the robot’s full attention.

Message Understanding
My thoughts were clear to the robot.
The robot found it easy to understand me. .77 .77
(R) The robot had difficulty understanding me.

Behavioral Interdependence
The behavior of the robot was often in direct response to my behavior.
The robot reciprocated my actions. .61 .65
The robot’s behavior was closely tied to my behavior.

Affective Understanding
The robot could tell how I felt.
(R) My emotions were not clear to the robot. .83 .70
The robot could describe my feelings accurately.

Affective Interdependence
The robot was sometimes influenced by my moods.
My feelings influenced the mood of our interaction. .63 .66
My attitudes influenced how the robot felt.

All Items (Total) .87 .84

on the board) and mismatch (all other situations) are computed by
using the log data from the robot’s gaze behavior and user gaze
tracker. The hints provided by the robot during the task depend
on the participant’s ability to perceive the game from the robot’s
perspective and follow the robot’s suggestions within a limited
period. We used the log data to calculate the percentage of correct
responses within 10 seconds after providing hints.

7.4 Results
7.4.1 Social Presence. For comparing the social presence dimen-
sions between our conditions, similarly to the original study, we
used non-parametric Mann Whitney-U tests. Previously, in the
adults study, a Mann Whitney-U test supported our hypothesis
by indicating that the total measure of perception of the robot was
significantly higher in the full condition than in the control (U =
27.5, p=.015, r = .46). Message understanding (U = 29.0, p=.018, r =
.45) was the dimension most responsible for this effect (see Figure
2). However, the children study revealed no significant differences
in the perception of the robot social presence direction. For both
studies, between our gaze conditions, no significant results were
found in any of the dimensions in the direction of perception of self
and in our custom end-of-experiment questionnaire.

7.4.2 Hints and Difficulty. In the adults study, the hints and feed-
back provided by the robot were most often correctly assessed. The
hints provided by the robot about the next move for the puzzle
are given by head pose direction and eye gaze combined with an
indirect verbal reference (e.g. “I think putting a piece here might
help”). Although this type of cue was difficult to perceive, given

the resolution of the board with pieces placed close together, the
success rate of these hints was 65%. This suggests that participants
had a good understanding of the robot’s viewpoint of the board.
Nonetheless, the success rate of combined verbal and non-verbal
cues (e.g., I would arrange this yellow piece differently) reached a
93% success rate.

Similarly to adults, children can successfully take the robot’s
visual perspective. The success rate of the most common hints
provided by the robot was 72%. Explicit cues that combined verbal
with non-verbal behaviors achieved a success rate of 94%. However,
children faced increased difficulties in completing this task, when
compared to adults. This is reflected by a number of key factors.
When comparing children to adults, on average, they: spent more
time (in seconds) to finish the task (M=464, SD=183.70) vs (M=307,
SD=80.01); played a higher average number of incorrect moves
(M=69.22, SD=74.60) vs (M=28.71, SD=14.44); and required more
hints (M=7.11, SD=4.77) than adults (M=2.57, SD=2.36) to complete
the task.

7.4.3 Behavioral Synchrony. The first two rows of Table 4 illustrate
the behavior synchrony between our robot and the adult partici-
pants from the original study. As expected, given our manipulation,
the average time that both the participant and the robot were en-
gaged in joint attention significantly increased in the full condition
(M=22.51, SD=15.44) compared to control (M=7.58, SD=6.48); t(11)=-
2.415, p<.05, d=-1.38.

The last two rows of Table 4 show the behavioral synchrony re-
sults for children. With children, the full condition had significantly
less mismatch of attention (M=28.76, SD=9.58) when compared



Figure 2: Mean values for the total perception of the robot and each of its six social presence dimensions in both real-time
experiments.

Figure 3: Mean values of the additional end-of-experiment
questions in both real-time experiments. Effect size values
(from left to right) are .32, .51, .33, .46, .38.

to the control condition (M=42.83, SD=13.01), t(25)=3.24, p<.005,
d=1.27. The difference of joint attention between conditions in this
study was less pronounced when compared to the study with adults.
These differences can be explained by the fact that children asked
for more hints and spent more time looking at the board correcting
an incorrect move or thinking about their next move. This increased
the robot’s chances to engage in responsive joint attention but also
diluted the differences between conditions.

8 DISCUSSION
The results from the two replication studies reported in this paper
suggest that our initial hypothesis was supported with external
observers, but not with children. In this section, we further es-
tablish the relationship between responsive joint attention and
social presence by discussing the implications and limitations of
our replication studies.

Table 4: Average percentage of time of mutual gaze, joint at-
tention and mismatched attention in adults vs children.

Condition Mutual Gaze Joint Attention Mismatch

Adults
Control 44.99 7.58 47.46
Full 41.69 22.51 35.8

Children
Control 29.49 27.68 42.83
Full 30.90 40.34 28.76

8.1 Study 1 - External observers
This study suggested that external observers consider the robot in
the full condition as more aware of its interaction partner, more
capable of understanding messages, and more emotionally involved
with the user in the task. In addition to providing further evidence
that supports our initial findings with adults, the results from Study
1 afforded us the confidence to perform additional real-time studies.
We suggest that third-person observation (e.g., video-based studies)
may be used to perform a manipulation check before committing
to performing lengthy and costly real-time HRI experiments. Third-
person viewpoint studies can be extremely useful for gaze research
as (1) external observers can focus their attention on the robot’s
gaze behavior (2) they are often less resource-intensive and (3) can
provide more control/consistency in exposure (i.e., more identi-
cal interaction across participants). These studies should not fully
replace situated real-time studies but can be considered as an al-
ternative to performing initial human-human studies as proposed
in [15]. Before performing their own study with robots, Irfan et
al., created several scenarios that aimed to reproduce the social
facilitation effect widely reported in human-human interaction
[10, 38]. However, after several human-human interaction trials in
their target scenarios, the authors could not reproduce the desired
effect and decided not to follow through with HRI experiments on
the scenarios they designed. Although the measures in external
observer studies can be more limiting due to the participants not



being situated in the interaction, these studies can have the advan-
tage of being designed such that users are already visualizing the
target robot with the target behaviors which could provide more
accurate preliminary evaluations.

8.2 Study 2 - Replicating with Children
Contrary to the initial study with adults, our hypothesis was not
supported for the children in school context. Our replication study
did not yield the results that we predicted as we did not find any
significant difference between our manipulated gaze conditions.
However, it can often be more relevant to investigate situations
where people did not treat robots manipulated with social behavior
as social [8] and understand why certain studies did not yield the
authors’ desired results, as illustrated in [34]. Below, we discuss
the main trends in our data that may explain the lack of perceived
differences and limitations of the children study.

8.2.1 Task difficulty differences. Compared to adults, children per-
ceived the MagPuzzle task as more difficult. This is confirmed by
our direct question that asks participants how difficult they found
the task and in several of our objective measures that point to
younger participants having more difficulties in completing the
task. In the adults sample, almost none of the participants experi-
enced significant difficulties in the task. The extra cognitive effort
experienced by children made them more focused on the task and,
as such, exhibited less interest in establishing mutual gaze with the
robot to fully appreciate its improved gaze capabilities in the exper-
imental condition (see Table 4). The lack of mutual gaze established
with the robot in the children study played a part in the lack of
results between our conditions. It has also been previously reported
that when participants are working on difficult tasks [36] or are
more focused on task performance [17], they tend to ignore em-
bodied social behavior, or even consider it distracting. Researchers
performing gaze research in HRI should take into consideration
the selection of an appropriate task and interaction context that
provides significant opportunities to observe the robot’s behavior.
While we initially thought that our task would be more engaging
for children and thus more appropriate to evaluate our gaze model,
it appears that external observers and participants that established
increased levels of eye contact or mutual gaze with the robot were
more successful at detecting improvements in our manipulated
behavior. To better understand the effects of task difficulty in gaze
perception among different age groups, future work should include
task difficulty as an additional manipulation factor.

8.2.2 Children’s higher scores. Despite not reporting differences
between our gaze conditions, children, when compared to adults,
experienced a higher sense of social presence, found the robot more
helpful, would be willing to cooperate more with the robot in the
future and liked and trusted the robot to a greater extent. However,
these results should be interpreted carefully as they might also be
explained by the children’s tendency of upper bound scoring found
within our data. In both conditions, either because the task or the
robot was more compelling for children or because of their innate
tendency to please the experimenter, most of the children’s scores
approached the upper bound of our Likert scales (see Figures 2 and
3). Children may be using extreme responses to second guess the

desirable response, as it has been extensively reported that children
have a preference for pleasing the experimenter rather than to
answer truthfully to subjective questionnaires [4]. Children may
also be more affected by the novelty effect of interacting with a
robot when compared to the adults that participated in our study.
This could have potentially been mitigated by using a task where
participants would interact with our system throughout a longer
period, possibly within multiple interactions.

8.2.3 Robot’s hinting behavior. Regarding hints, it appears that
both adults and children can adopt the visual perspective of the
robot as they successfully perceive the robot’s gaze cues. However,
children were better at understanding the robot’s cues plausibly
because they committed more errors in the task and therefore had
more opportunities for developing a better understanding of the
robot’s hinting behavior. The robot’s hinting behavior also appeared
to be extremely relevant to the robot’s positive overall evaluation.
When participants experienced difficulties in the task, the robot
was successful at providing useful hints at the right moment.

8.2.4 Developmental age differences. We tried to limit the possible
effect of non-uniform childhood development by using participants
over the age of ten as identified in the literature. However, behav-
ioral joint attention abilities can still be subject to developmental
change during childhood and adolescence [24].

8.3 Social presence
We reiterate the usefulness of using social presence as a measure
for performing gaze research in HRI. The relationship between
the perception of social presence and gaze research still requires
further exploration. Our contribution demonstrates within multiple
studies how social presence measures can be used to evaluate the
believability of gaze systems in social robots. Given our results,
we advocate for future gaze research in HRI to consider using the
“perception of the robot” items presented in Tables 2 and 3 to further
validate their utility in the area.

9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated gaze models in different HRI contexts.
We have conducted two replication experiments with a case study
where a robot collaborates with human participants in a spatial
reasoning problem-solving task. The first experiment compared the
full joint attention system with our control condition and suggested
that external observers do perceive the robot in the full condition as
more socially present. However, contrary to a previously published
experiment where adult participants interacting in a laboratory
environment similarly perceived the robot as more socially present,
this effect was not confirmed in a replication study with children
in a school. Children had greater difficulty with the task and it
appears that this heightened difficulty reduced the attention to
the robot and increased the attention to the task, which in turn
might have reduced their ability to perceive the robot’s responsive
joint attention behaviors. These results show the importance of
performing multiple studies in different interaction contexts for
understanding the advantages and limitations of enabling robots
with believable gaze mechanisms.
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